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- About the directory
- AIIC and Interpreting Schools
- Getting further training help from AIIC

Here is a list of local interpreting schools and programs that satisfy AIIC requirements.

AIIC makes best practice recommendations to interpreting schools and publishes a comparison of each school's performance with those recommendations in its online interpreting schools directory.

Schools provide AIIC with detailed information about their courses:

- who teaches,
- what do they teach,
- which languages are offered,
- etc.

If a school meets certain basic criteria, that information is published alongside AIIC's recommendations.

If you're a student interpreter or thinking about studying interpreting, subscribe to the AIIC Training RSS feed and check out our pages on aiic.net.

If you're an interpreter looking for information about further training, browse the training calendar.

If you're an interpreter trainer and want to know about training or you represent an interpreting school, contact us.

Share your questions and answers with the global interpreting community on interpreting.info.
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